
ECY & DEQ APPROVED 
METERING SOLUTIONS
FOR ELECTRIC FORKLIFTS

DID YOU KNOW?
In May 2023, Washington’s Department of Ecology (ECY) published guidance documents 

signaling the phase out of the estimation method for electric forklifts in favor of direct 
metering. Similarly, the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) issued a new 
mandate that would phase out the estimation methodology (kWh) usage calculated based 

on fleet and operational data by Q4 2023, and instead require direct metering moving 
forward. e-Mission Control (eMC) is the industry leader in electric vehicle and equipment 
metering, which is increasingly important in earning and monetizing Clean Fuels Program 

credits in Washington State and Oregon.

Don’t miss out on CFS or CFP credit revenue!
With NO out-of-pocket cost to you, get started today.*

Call: 1-833-ZeroCO2 (1-833-937-6262) or email: metering@e-missioncontrol.com

e-Mission Control’s Metering Solution 

Universally Compatible
Metering boxes are minimally invasive and produce no network 
interference.
Meters are compatible with any site.
Hundreds of meters have already been installed at facilities along 
the West Coast!

Quick Installation & Small Footprint
Installation typically takes less than a week, depending on logistics.
Site walk is optional in some cases.
Metering boxes are typically 6" X 10" X 10".

Adaptable
Metering boxes operate on a 120 volt power outlet and eMC can 
meter anything up to 5000A.
Step-down transformers can adapt any existing power source.



801 K Street, Suite 2700, Sacramento, CA
1-833-ZeroCO2 (1-833-937-6262)

info@e-missioncontrol.com
www.e-missioncontrol.com

e-Mission Control (eMC) Free Credit Estimate
We provide free, preliminary incentive estimates based on actual fleet and energy consumption 
information. If you would like a free evaluation of your fleet’s CFP or CFS value, contact us today.

Zero-Emission Energy Procurement 
As part of eMC’s service offering, we procure zero-emission electricity for our entire portfolio. The 
use of zero-emission electricity generates approximately 20-30% more credits than grid-based 
electricity. 

FuSETM Platform and Data Access
eMC has developed proprietary software to streamline and automate all aspects of the CFP or CFS 
program. This software makes it easier for you to access relevant information such as your quarterly 
incentive summaries and payment volumes, contracts, facility registrations, approval statuses, 
current fleet assets, and a host of other helpful guidance. 

eMC Partner Success Representatives
Each partner is assigned a Partner Success Representative who jumps into action once your 
program enrollment is complete. Your eMC rep works closely with your team to ensure satisfaction 
and long-term success. 

Green Fleet Pioneer Program
We view our partners as “Green Fleet Pioneers (GFPs)” and supply them with marketing tools to 
communicate the importance of their participation in clean fuel programs. GFPs receive a program 
logo they can use on marketing assets, pre-built social media posts, a press release and stickers for 
their fleet. Green marketing made easy! 

e-Powerment
The e-Powerment Program is an eMC initiative which helps non-profit organizations in California, a 
Oregon and Washington fund electrification projects. e-Powerment is made possible through the 
donations of generous eMC community members via their own CFP or CFS revenue.

*e-Mission Control reserves the right to determine the eligibility of clients for no out-of-pocket 
cost metering.

WHY CHOOSE E-MISSION CONTROL FOR YOUR 
METERING SOLUTION?


